Social foraging is considered to be a prominent advantage of living in a group. The 11 ability to track the joint behavior of groups of animals has allowed for detailed 12 characterization of individual traits and functional interactions between group 13 members. Several theoretical models have explored collective foraging strategies, 14 their relation to group composition, and the distribution of available resources. 15
Introduction 37 38
Living in a group has clear potential benefits, including expansion of sensory sensitivity 39 [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , sharing of responsibilities and resources [7-9], collective computation [3-6, 10-40 12], and the potential for symbiotic relations between members that would allow for 41 specialization by individual members [9, 13] . Understanding the interactions among forage in a nearly optimal manner, and to analyze income inequality among group 78 members. 79 80
Results

82
We studied free foraging of single adult zebrafish and of groups of 3 or 6 fish, in a 83 large circular arena with shallow water, where small food flakes were scattered on the 84 surface ( Fig. 1, S1A , and Methods). The trajectories and heading of individual fish, the 85 position of flakes, and food consumption events were extracted from video recordings 86
of these experiments using a tracking software that was written in house [49] . Tracking 87 of fish identities in the videos were verified and corrected using the IdTracker software 88
[44]. Fish were highly engaged in the foraging task and consumed all flakes in less 89 than 2 minutes in most cases (Fig. 1B, movie 1 ). The number of recorded consumption 90 events varied between groups, since in many cases fish ate only a part of a flake or 91 flakes disintegrated into smaller parts (Fig. S1B) . 92 93
The time it took a group of fish to consume flakes, which we denote by $ ( ), was 94 accurately predicted using a simple exponential model, such that 95 96
where parameters $ (the "consumption rate" of the fish) and $ (time to detection of 98 the first flake) were found numerically to minimize the mean squared error between 99 the model predictions and the data. The correlation between the observed $ ( ) and 100 model predictions ( $ ( ) was very high, with median / values: 0.94 [0.09], 0.96 [0.04], 101 0.96 [0.05] -for groups of 1, 3, and 6 fish respectively (brackets show interquartile 102 range). Larger groups consumed the flakes faster than would be predicted just from 103
having a larger number of foragers ( Fig. 1B-C) , which we tested using a model of 104 independent foragers ( Fig. S1C , see models below). Thus, the foraging fish were 105
aware of the behavior of the other fish and were affected by them. 106 107 108 flake in the arena is shown for each of the groups tested (thin lines, show N=14,10, and 10 groups of 1,3, and 6 fish) overlaid with the mean of all groups for every group size (thick line); light shadings represent SEM. C. Boxplots show the rate of flake consumption b (see main text) that were fitted for each of the groups shown in A. Middle horizontal lines represent median values and box edges are the 1 st and 3 rd quartiles (* denotes P<0.05 Wilcoxon rank-sum test, N = 14,10,10 fish).
109
To explore the nature of the dependency between foraging fish, we analyzed individual 110 swimming behavior before and after flake consumption events. Fish performed salient 111
and stereotypic maneuvers around the consumption of food items: They increased 112 their speed when approaching food and then abruptly turned in the process of 113
consuming it ( Fig. 2A -C and Movie 2). This maneuver was characterized by a 114 decrease in speed and an increase in the curvature of the trajectory (Fig. 2B ,C, S2A).
115
We found that for most groups of 3 and 6 fish analyzed (75%), neighboring fish 116 responded to these salient behaviors and were more likely to visit areas of recent flake 117 consumption within 1s ( Fig. 2D , E), much more than expected by chance (P<0.001 118 and P<0.05 for 3 and 6 fish, t-test). Fish were less attracted to the location of a 119
neighbor's consumption maneuver if flakes were more abundant in the arena (Fig.  120 S2B). To confirm that these salient behavioral changes attracted fish to previous 121 consumption areas, and not a physical trace of the flake, we also analyzed ``pseudo 122 consumption events", where fish performed speed changes similar to those seen near 123 flake consumption, but with no food present (see Methods). Neighboring fish were 124
indeed attracted to such pseudo-consumptions events, affirming that fish responded 125
to the specific behavior of their neighbors (Fig. S2C, D) . 126 127 Figure 2: Stereotypical maneuvers before and during flake consumption by one fish attracts its neighbors. A. An example of the stereotypical behavior of one fish (in a group of 3) showing flake detection and consumption. Flake position is shown by a red circle before consumption and by a black circle after it has been eaten. B-C. Stereotypical behaviors around flake consumption (which we set as time 0 and mark by a red dot) include a transient increase in speed (shown in body length (BL) per second), followed by a sharp decrease (B); this is accompanied by an increase in the curvature of the trajectory (C). Bold blue lines are mean speed and curvature profiles over all detection events of all groups of 3 fish, and dotted green line show a reference value calculated from random points along the trajectories not related to consumption events (curvature values were normalized such that the average curvature is zero). Light blue and green shadings show SEM. D. Probability of neighbors to cross within 2 BLs from the location of a previous flake consumption, in the 1s following consumption, for one group of 3 fish (blue arrow), compared to the distribution of such neighbor crossing events, ignoring flake consumptions (Methods). This reference distribution of crossings is well fitted by a Gaussian distribution (mean = 0.25, SD = 0.056), which is shown by a black overlaid line. E. Crossing probabilities for groups of 3 and 6 fish show significant increase from the baseline neighbor crossing distribution of each group, similar to C; 0 represent the mean of the baseline crossing distributions, error bars represent SEM.
128
To study the implications of attraction to locations of feeding by other fish, we 129 simulated foraging groups of fish with social interactions and without it (see Methods).
130
Simulations were based on the swimming characteristics of real fish and the empirical 131 spatial distributions of flakes ( Fig. 3A,B ). We compared two models, shown in Fig constructed by successive drawing from the distribution of step sizes (the length of the 137 path traveled on discrete `bouts' according to our segmentation of real fish trajectories; 138 Fig. 3A ,B) and turning angles (change of heading angle between two discrete bouts) 139
of a specific real fish in the group (Fig. 3A,B ). This amounts to a random walk model 140
with an average step size 2.85 ± 1.7 body lengths (BL) and nearly symmetric turning 141 values with an average of 1.8°± 49.7° in groups of 3 fish, and an average step size of 142
3.1 ± 1.9 BL, and average turning angle −0.5°± 46° for group of 6 fish ( Fig. S3A-B ). 143
However, if a flake was within the sensory range of detection by a fish, which we 144 denote by ? , that fish oriented itself directly towards the flake with a probability that 145 decreased with the distance to the flake (see Box 1) . In the ATT model, the direction 146 of motion of each fish was also influenced by flake consumption of neighbors: If a flake 147 was consumed by a neighbor within the sensory range of neighbor detection, @ , 148
within the last 5 movement steps (typically lasting 2-3 seconds, which was the 149 estimated approach time of real fish to a flake based on changes in speed near flake 150
consumptions, see Fig. 2B and Methods) -the observing fish oriented towards that 151 location with a probability that decreased with distance to the detection point (see Fig.  152 3C, D for illustration). , it will cause the fish to orient towards that flake with a probability p(go to flake). Otherwise, the fish will choose a new step size L and an angle change from the distributions that were estimated using real fish swimming (as in B). D. A drawing of the social model of fish foraging: In addition to flake detection as in C, each fish can also detect consumption of flakes by other fish if it is within the neighbor detection range ( @ < @ blue circle). If such an event occurred, the observing fish will attract to that point with probability p(go to neighbor).
172
For each real group of fish, we simulated their behavior 100 times, starting from their 173 empirical initial positions and using the actual flake distributions, for a range of possible 174 values of the model parameters ? and @ (Fig. 4A ). For each set of parameter values 175 ? , @ , we use the distribution of consumption times of flake k over the simulations, to 176 assess the probability of observing a sequence of consumption events on real data 177 traces. Thus, the probability of the i th consumption event to occur at time is given by 178 its value from the simulations of the model, G E ,G J ( ( )), and the probability of a 179 sequence of consumption times is given by the product of the probabilities of the 180
The log likelihood of the model is then given by 181
where DVWV ( ) is the actual consumption time of the th flake, and the probability P is 184 the distribution of consumption times of the th flake over all simulations for a specific 185 set of model parameters ? , @ . We found that the likelihood of the attraction-based 186 models was much higher than that of the independent models ( Fig 4C-F) : The median 187 of the likelihood ratios was 11 [4,17] for groups of 3 fish and 445 [2, 6577] for groups 188 of 6 fish (brackets show 1 st and 3 rd quartiles). When comparing the mean squared 189 error (MSE) between real and predicted flake consumption times, the ATT model 190
showed a significant reduction in error compared to the IND model (10 ± 15% and 30 191 ± 31% for groups of 3 and 6 fish; Fig S4A) . The flake detection parameter values, ? , 192
that gave the best fit to real groups were relatively small for both models (~3 BL), and 193 detection ranges of neighbor feeding in the ATT model, @ , were about 4 times larger 194 (~12 BL)( Fig. S4B ). In addition, @ values of the best fitted models had a significant 195 positive correlation with the estimated probability of fish in the corresponding real 196 group to swim to the locations where their neighbors fed ( Fig. S4C, Fig. 2E ). Notably, 197
groups simulated with the ATT model had markedly different swimming patterns than 198 the IND groups: The interacting fish exhibiting more coherent group movement, and 199 ~33% more straight swimming segments ( Fig. 4A-B ). The attraction-based model 200
reproduced additional features of foraging groups, such as long delays in detection 201 times when flakes clustered in a few locations ( Fig. 4A ), that were not captured by the 202 independent model ( Fig. 4E) . Thus, the ATT model gave an accurate approximation 203 to group behavior. 204 205 206
Figure 4: Attraction based models show the best fit to real foraging groups. A. Example trajectories from foraging simulations of a group of 6 fish, for the IND (left) and ATT (right) models that gave the best fit to real group foraging (i.e. maximized the log-likelihood of the models given the data, see eq. 2). Colored lines show different fish and black dots are flake positions. B. Probability to swim straight in simulated groups, estimated from the turning angle distributions (right), was significantly higher for the ATT model (P<0.01 and P<0.05 for groups of 3 and 6 fish respectively, t-test for matched samples, N=10,10). C, E. Examples of flake detection times (black dots) of a group of 3 fish (C) and a group of 6 fish (E) and the average and standard deviation of the best-fit models (bold colored lines represent averages, shaded areas represent SD). Left: IND model representing groups of independent searchers (Red). Right: ATT model representing groups of socially attracting agents (Blue). D, F. Increase in likelihood by the ATT model compared to the IND model given by likelihood ratio between the two models (eq. 2); boxplots show the median likelihood ratio and the 1 st and 3 rd quartiles. Dotted lines represent equality between model likelihoods.
208
We then compared the feeding rates of foraging fish in simulated groups with attraction 209 and without it, for a wide range of model parameter values ( ? , @ ) ( Fig. 5A ). Again, 210
the feeding rates were accurately approximated with an exponential fit (as in Eq. 211 1)( / > 0.98 for all simulations). As might be expected, the simulated groups 212 consumed flakes faster as ? increased (Fig. 5B ). For relatively low flake detection 213 ranges ( ? < 7 BL), flake consumption rates also increased as @ increased, but for 214 ? > 6 BL, increasing @ had very little effect on consumption rates (Fig. 5B ).
216
Comparing the ATT model to simulated independent foragers, we found a significant 217 increase in consumption rates only for simulations with low ? and high @ values (red 218 areas in Fig. 5C ). Importantly, most of the groups of real fish were best matched by 219 simulated groups with parameter values that were well within the area of the parameter 220 space were social interactions improve foraging efficiency (low ? and high @ ), 221
approaching the peak of the expected improvement in foraging performance ( Fig. 5C ).
222
Moreover, the expected improvement for real groups over independent foragers, was 223 correlated with the value of @ that best described foraging in these groups (Fig. 5D ), 224
suggesting that groups with larger social detection range were also more efficient. 225
Repeating the analysis using the groups' average flake consumption times, and not 226 the rates extracted from the exponential fits, gave very similar results with increased 227 efficiency due to social foraging confined to low ? values and high @ values ( Fig.  228 S5A). 229 13 230 Figure 5: Foraging efficiency of socially attracting fish approach the expected optimal rates. A. Left: Sketch of two groups of 3 fish foraging, with their different interaction ranges ? , @ overlaid. For @ = 0 the group is composed of independent foragers (IND). Right: foraging efficiency was estimated by comparing the slope (b) of the exponential function fitted to the rate of flake consumption of attracted (ATT) and independent (IND) foragers. B. Average consumption rates, b, for different combinations of ? and @ , the first column on the left ( @ = 0) represent independent foragers. Contours denote 10, 50, and 90% of the highest observed rate. C. Difference in foraging efficiency for groups that utilize social attraction (ATT) compared to groups of independent foragers (IND) for all model parameters. Dots represent ? and @ values of simulated groups that best fitted real foraging groups, and the black ellipse delineate 90% of the groups fitted. D. Improvement in foraging rates due to social interactions increases linearly with the range of neighbor detection ( @ ) in simulations that best fitted real groups of 3 and 6 fish (shaded area is the 95% confidence interval of the linear regression model in black).
231
We next explored how prospective social strategies would affect the foraging success 232 of individual members of the group. To address this question, we simulated the same 233 groups but with different individual strategies of the agents within the same group ( Fig.  234 6A illustrates the mixed strategy groups). Specifically, we varied the number of 235
individuals that used a social attraction strategy out of the total number of foragers in 236 the group and compared the foraging success of the social and non-social individuals 237
within the same group (Fig. 6B-C and S6A-C). We found that individuals using social 238
information consumed up to 20% more flakes than their non-interacting companions. 239
This advantage decreased as the number of interacting agents in the group increased 240 ( Fig. 6B-C) . These effects were most pronounced in models that used the same 241
parameter range that matched real foraging groups -i.e. low ? values and high @ 242 ones ( Fig. S6A-B ). Our results suggest that members of a group should use both their 243 own sensory information about food availability, and information extracted from the 244 behavior of others to increase their foraging success. 245 246
Finally, we assessed the equality of food distribution among individuals in real groups 247
and simulated groups using the Theil index of inequality [50]: 248 249
where is the number of fish in the group, S is the number of flakes consumed by the 251 W` fish, and = @ $ is the average number of flakes consumed by a fish in the group. S6E-H). For low flake dispersion (i.e. when flakes were more clustered in space), 260 simulated groups composed of just independent foragers showed the highest 261 inequality out of all simulated groups; Equality increased with the number of interacting 262 foragers within the group (Fig. 6D,E) . When all individuals in the group used both 263 individual and social information, equality levels were higher than in groups of 264 independent foragers for groups of 3 and 6 fish, for most parameter values that match 265 real foraging groups. In contrast, in environments with high dispersion of flakes these 266 effects disappeared or even reversed with groups of 3 fish showing only a moderate 267 non-significant increase in equality, and groups of 6 fish showing a significant 268 decrease in equality. Thus, only when resources are hard to come by, employing a 269 social attraction strategy increases income equality among group members. 270 271 (Fig. S6E) . Equality values were averaged over ? ≤ 6; dots show a significant difference from independent foragers (0 social fish)(Wilcoxon's sign rank test N=5 for each group size and dispersion level).
274
Discussion
276
We studied free foraging behavior in groups of zebrafish and found that foraging fish 277 responded to the salient swimming maneuvers of shoal mates that indicated the 278 presence of food, by swimming to these locations [18, 36, 51] . Mathematical models 279
based on social attraction accurately described fish foraging behavior and their 280 success rates. The models also predicted near optimal foraging efficiency for the 281 range of parameters that best match real foraging groups. At the individual level, our 282 simulations show that group members using both private and social information 283 consumed more food than shoal mates that rely only on private information, and that 284 these strategies are robust to different resource densities. Our results show that a 285 simple social foraging heuristic that matches fish behavior in a naturalistic context 286 increases both foraging efficiency and income equality, which can constitute an 287 evolutionary stable strategy [52] . 288 289
Our modeling focused on vision as the main venue of information flow between fish, 290 since zebrafish rely heavily on their visual system [53, 54] . It is possible, and likely, 291
that other sensory modalities, namely tactile or odor signals, also play a role in 292 information transfer during foraging. Yet, in our analysis the inferred parameters of the 293 best fit models indicated that neighbor detection ranges were ~4 times larger than 294 flake detection ranges (up to 15 Body lengths). It seems less likely that odor or tactile 295 information can be detected from such large distances on such short time scales [55] . 296
In addition, we found that fish showed similar tendency to attract to their neighbors 297 during pseudo detection events, which seems to preclude the possibility that the fish 298 are responding to the physical trace of the flakes. Taken together these findings 299
suggest that fish respond to the prominent visual signal coming from their shoal mates. 300 301
We focused on analyzing an attraction-based strategy for the fish, since in our 302 experiments fish were attracted to areas where neighbors detected food. However, 303
previous studies have suggested other search strategies based, for example, on 304 repulsion between individuals [56] or on maximizing information [10]. Although our 305 modeling framework gave an excellent fit to the data, it is possible that foraging fish 306 combine or alternate between strategies in different environmental conditions, based 307 on group composition or their internal state [37, 38, 57]. Models that incorporate 308 additional strategies according to an explicit policy, might prove to be even more 309 accurate in explaining fish behavior. 310 311
Empirical observations of groups in nature, and consequent models, suggest that 312 groups contain a fraction of individuals whose search is based on their personal 313 information (``producers") and a fraction of individuals that rely mostly on social 314 information (``scroungers") [25, 42, 58]. Our results suggest that when individuals in 315 the group have similar foraging capabilities, and a limited social interaction range [27, 316 59], using both individual and social information is the most efficient strategy for the 317 individual. We did not find adverse effects of this strategy in terms of increased 318 inequality among members of the group, that may hinder social foraging [18, 51] . 319
Moreover, in environments with low dispersion of resources such that food is harder 320
to come by, a larger fraction of socially interacting individuals within the group meant 321
higher equality of food income among members. Taken together, these results 322
suggest that combining personal and private information may be the preferable 323 strategy by individuals and can represent an evolutionary stable strategy [52] . 324 325
Finally, we note that our work reflects the power of detailed behavioral analysis of 326 individuals in a group for building mathematical models of social interactions. The 327
data-driven models we built allowed us to explore the efficiency and robustness of the fish were purchased from a local supplier (Aquazone LTD, Israel) and housed 360 separately in their designated groups for more than a month prior to behavioral 361 experiments. Fish were housed in a standard fish holding system consisting of a 362 recirculating multistage filtration system where temperature, conductivity, PH, and 363
light-dark cycle were monitored. 364
Imaging of fish foraging behavior was done using an industrial recording system 365 composed of a Vieworks VC-2MC-M340 camera with an 8 mm lens, a Karbon-CL 366 frame grabber, and a recording server. Camera was suspended 150 cm above the 367 experimental tank. During experiments we changed the effective experimental tank 368 size by using different size arenas ( Fig. S1A and see below) . All water conditions were 369 similar between the holding tanks and the experimental tank. 370 371
Fish acclimation and behavioral experiments. To facilitate food searching behavior 372
and to lower fish anxiety, the following acclimation procedure was followed: On day 1, 373
all fish were transferred to the designated experimental tank (D = 95cm; water depth 374 of 5 cm) and were allowed to explore the tank for 5 minutes. On days 2-5, all groups 375
and individual fish were transferred from their home tanks to test tanks of increasing 376 size (Fig. S1A) where 6, 12, or 18 flakes were randomly scattered on the water surface 377
(for groups of sizes 1, 3, and 6 respectively). Fish were first placed in a small starting 378 box (25x25 cm) that was inside a larger arena. The small box was raised after 5 379 minutes and the fish were allowed to forage and consume the flakes in the larger box 380
for an additional 5 minutes. After the allotted time ended the fish were netted and 381 returned back to their home tanks, keeping their original groups. Over the 4 days of 382
training, we increased the size of the test tank from the small start box itself (day 2) to 383 the largest arena with D = 47.5, 67.2, 95cm on days 3-5 ( Fig. S1A ). On days 6-7 fish 384
were deprived of food and kept in their home tanks. Foraging was then tested on day 385 8. During training, no food was administered to the fish outside of the experimental 386 arena. In total, n = 106 adult fish (3 months old or older) were used at approximately 387 1:1 male to female ratio. 16 single individuals were tested, 10 groups of 3 fish (30 fish 388 in total), and 10 groups of 6 fish (60 fish in total). Two single individual fish were 389 excluded from analysis as they did not swim when transferred to the experimental 390 tank. 391 392 393
Data extraction. Recorded videos were analyzed off-line to extract the size, position, 394
speed, and orientation of individual fish, and the position of food flakes. Position data 395
was then used to estimate fish trajectories using a designated tracker. All image 396 processing and tracking were done using MatLab© with software written in house; the 397 details of these procedures are described in [49] . Fish identities were further corrected 398
using IdTracker [44] . Fish trajectories were smoothed using a Savitzky-Golay filter [60] 399
spanning 17 frames which constituted ~1/3 of a second (all videos were recorded at 400 50 fps). Fish positions were defined as the coordinates of the center of each fish, ⃗ S ( ), 401
and fish velocity was calculated as the difference between two consecutive time 402 points: ⃗( ) S = ⃗ S ( ) − ⃗( − 1) S . Direction of motion of the fish was defined as , 403 ⃗ S ( ) = v w⃗ l (W) |v w⃗ l (W)| and the trajectory's curvature at time was given by ( ) = 1/ ( ), where 404 R is the radius of the circle that gave the best Euclidean fit to a trajectory segment of 405 length 600 ms, centered on time . 406 407 Flake locations. Flakes' location were tracked with the same methods used for 408 tracking the fish.Flakes disappeared when eaten, and new (sub)flakes sometimes 409 appeared when consumed flakes broke into smaller pieces. Consumption events were 410 defined at times when a fish passed directly over a flake, rendering it invisible to the 411 camera. Our camera resolution did not allow us to confirm whether the fish indeed 412 digested the flake. 413 414
Tendency to attract to real flake consumption events. We estimated the probability 415 of fish to cross near locations of consumption events by another fish, ( ), by 416 counting all events where at least one fish passed within 2 BL of that location within 417
1s of a neighbor's flake consumption, and dividing it by the total number of 418 consumption events. Since zebrafish tend to swim in groups, regardless of the 419 presence of food, we compared this number to the probability of one fish to cross near 420 a neighbor's position within 1s when no food was present. We therefore estimated 421 @{bb ( ) by drawing random fish positions (mimicking k flake detection 422 events) 10000 times, from times when no flake was detected for at least 4s (Fig. 2D ).
423
The tendency to attract to flake position was then given by:
Tendency to attract to pseudo consumption events. We defined ``pseudo flake 427
consumptions" at times when fish exhibited a similar speed profile to that of a fish 428 during real consumption events, namely gradual increase in speed followed by a 429 sudden sharp decrease back to baseline (Fig. 2B) . To detect such events, we 430
convolved the speed profile of individual fish in the group when no flakes were present 431 near the fish with the calculated average speed profile near all real flake consumption 432 events of that group (Fig. 2B ) and obtained a correlation measure for each point in 433 time. We then treated the top 2.5 percent of this distribution as pseudo consumption 434 events. The average number of events was 12.6 ± 4 and 21.8 ± 6.6 for groups of 3 435 and 6 fish, respectively. We compared the probability of neighbors to cross near the 436 locations of such events, ( ) to @{bb ( ). The tendency of 437 neighboring fish to cross near pseudo consumption events was high, and was 438 correlated with their tendency to cross near real flake consumption events over groups 439 (Fig. S2C, D) . 440 441
Segmentation of fish trajectories. Segmentation of trajectories into discrete steps 442 was based on the detection of local minima in the speed profile of the fish (Fig. 3A-B ).
443
We characterized discrete steps by the total distance traveled between two minima 444 points, L, and the change in angle between successive steps, or turning angle, . 445
These distributions were estimated for each fish and used to simulate their swimming 446 behavior ( Fig. S3A-B ). 447 448 449 450
Simulating fish swimming behavior. 451 a. Motion. We modeled fish swimming behavior as a random walk, defined by the 452 distribution of step sizes, L, and of turning angles between consecutive steps (see 453 above). At each time point, we drew for each simulated fish a step size and a turning 454
angle defining the direction of motion and the length of the next step ( Fig. 3B, Fig.  455  S3A-B ). For all simulated groups, the starting positions of fish matched those of real 456 fish groups. All simulations were conducted within bounded arenas, identical to those 457 used for testing real fish. If a simulation step was expected to end outside of the arena 458 boundaries, that movement was discarded and a new movement was chosen that did 459 not exceed the arena boundaries. To compare simulated foraging time (counted as 460 discrete steps) to real foraging experiments ( Fig. 4) we divided the length of each 461 simulated step by the calculated average speed of real foraging fish. flakes sometimes disintegrated into smaller bits after a consumption event, we copied 467 that in the simulations. I.e. if flake i at position ⃗ S has appeared after flake j was 468 (partially) consumed, so did the corresponding flakes in the simulation. 469
c. Sensory range of flake detection. Each simulated fish had a circular range ? , 470
within which, it could detect a flake, and orient towards it with probability p(go to flake) 471
= CD E /G E , where ? is the distance to the flake (Fig. 3C ). If the fish oriented itself 472 towards the flake, its next step size was drawn from the empirical distribution. If the 473 fish reached the flake (or passed it) during this movement, that flake was considered 474 as consumed. If the simulated fish did not reach the flake, the procedure was repeated. 475
In the IND foraging model, k such fish were simultaneously simulated, independent of 476 one another. 477 d. Sensory range of neighbor detection. Because of the tendency of fish in real 478 groups to move towards areas of previous flake consumptions, we allowed fish in our 479 simulated attraction model (ATT) to detect and respond to neighbors' previous flake 480 consumption events. Specifically, if a neighbor within the sensory range of neighbor 481 detection, @ , found a flake in the previous time steps, the current fish will orient 482 towards the position of the previous consumption with probability p(go to consumption) 483 = C • J € J , where @ is the distance to the position where a flake was consumed by a 484
neighbor. In case a movement towards a consumption position was successfully 485 drawn, the fish oriented directly towards that position, and the step size was drawn 486 from the empirical distribution. 487 e. Hierarchical nature of the social models. In the simulation, if a flake was within 488 the ? range of a fish, that fish would turn towards it with p(go to flake). If a flake was 489 not detected (i.e. no flake was within ? ), and a neighbor consumed a flake at a 490 distance smaller than @ , then the fish would move towards that location with the 491 appropriate probability. If neither a flake or a neighbor consumption event were 492 detected, or if motion towards these areas was not successfully drawn, then the next 493 direction of motion of the fish was randomly chosen from the empirical turning angle 494
distribution. 495 f. Mixed strategy groups. In simulations of groups with mixed individual strategies, 496
fish that used the social attraction followed the procedure described above and the 497 rest used independent foraging (Fig. 6A) IND model, and ? , @ for the ATT model) that maximized the log-likelihood of the 504 simulated consumption times given the empirical consumption times of a given group 505 (eq. 2). Specifically, we calculated the probability of the observed consumption time of 506 each flake under the simulated distribution of search times obtained by repeating the 507 simulation procedure 100 times for each parameter combination (see main text). We 508 used kernel density smoothing to estimate a continuous probability from the discrete 509 distribution obtained from simulations. 510 511
Mean squared error of the model. We also assessed the models' accuracy by 512
calculating the mean squared error between real flake consumption times and those 513 found in model simulation as: 514 515 ( DVWV , "S… ) G E ,G J = 〈( DVWV − 〈 "S… ( ? , @ )〉) / 〉 516 517
where DVWV are real flake consumption times, "S… are simulated time and 〈… 〉 is the 518 average operation. Since flake consumption times grow exponentially during the 519 search (eq. 1) using in this calculation allowed us to achieve a similar magnitude 520 of the error for all k flakes in a given trial (Fig. 1B) . 521 522
Estimating the expected lower bound of MSE values. To estimate how well simulations 523 of the social model can be expected to fit real data, we calculated the expected MSE 524
values when fitting the ATT model to randomly chosen instantiations of the model 525
itself. We therefore used for each of the real groups 2000 random simulated searches 526 from the total available simulations of the ATT model (for each group there were 100 527 simulations for every combination of ? , @ giving 62,500 simulation in total). Each of 528 these simulated searches was treated like an instantiation of a real foraging group that 529 was then fitted using the ATT model by searching the ? , @ values that will minimize 530 the MSE (see above). The distributions of these 2000 MSE values for each of the 531 groups were uni-model, typically with a long tail. We then repeatedly sampled N 532 'groups' from these MSE distributions to mimic N real groups and calculated the 533 median expected MSE. Fig. S4A shows the mean and 95% confidence interval of this 534 expected error distribution. 535 536
Measuring flake clustering. To quantify the spatial clustering of flakes, we simulated 537 the random positions of N flake consumptions (corresponding to the number of actual 538 flake consumptions of each of the real groups). We then calculated the average 539 nearest neighbor distance of the simulated flakes @@g †V@D and repeated this analysis 540 100,000 times to obtain a distribution of average nearest neighbor distances expected 541 at random. We then compared the actual average nearest neighbor distance @@g of 542 flake consumptions to the random distribution and assessed how likely it is to obtain 543 Inequality measure. To quantify the inequality of flake consumptions between 549 members of the same group, we calculated the Theil index of inequality [50] . This is 550
an information theory-based measure, assessing the difference in the entropy of a 551 distribution from the maximum entropy expected if consumption rate was equal for all 552
agents. This is given by where is the number of agents, S is the number flakes consumed by fish and is 555 the mean number of flakes consumed by a fish in the group. In addition, we normalized 556 _`aSb by , the maximum possible value if one fish consumed all flakes. We then 557 quantified equality by, 1 − h ijklm bno $ , where 1 indicates full equality and 0 is full inequality .  558   559  560  561  562  563  564  565  566  567  568  569  570  571  572  573  574 
